SUPPLY LIST with LINKS for: Fluid Painting: Get in the Flow
with Amy Maricle of Mindful Art Studio

My biggest painting tip:
Keep your page wet. High 1low paints need a wet surface in order to 1low. Tip your
head sideways to see if your page or board is uniformly wet. If you see dry spots,
paint won’t 1low to those places.
My biggest mindful art tip:
Take advantage of the amazing quality of these paints and do less. Wet your page,
add a bit a paint in one or two colors, and just watch it move. It’s fascinating and
calming to observe.
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SUPPLIES:
PAINTING SURFACE CHOICES:
MIXED MEDIA PAPER: Mixed Media pad 11 x 14 I use the mixed media paper for my
small “mini masterpieces” of 3 inches or less.
MIXED MEDIA BOARD: Mixed Media Board, 8 x 10 - I use these boards for making larger paintings.
So far I use them in two ways - I create a background wash, over which I draw a picture or design, or
I use more paint to build up a 1lowing surface that shows off the bold, intense qualities of the high
1low acrylics.
AQUABOARD: Aquaboard, which keeps the paint more opaque-looking with less paint. I’ve just
begun using it and I love it so far.

PAINT: High Flow Liquid Acrylic Paint Set
BRUSH: Small round brush - This is part of a set of economic paint brushes that serve me 1ine for
art journaling.
GLOVES: Latex Gloves OR Invisible Glove Cream. (Paints could be carcinogenic.)
PARCHMENT PAPER: I use the kind from my kitchen to put under the paper as I work! :)
CUP OF WATER
SCISSORS AND RULER for cutting mixed media paper into 3 - 5 inch squares for your experiments
PAPER TOWELS or PAINTING RAG for cleaning up messes; I like Clorox wipes for paint spills too.
OPTIONAL: PIPETTE for squirting some more water on your page.
*Most of the supplies listed include af1iliate links. That means that if you choose to click a link and
purchase something, you will support the work I’m doing at Mindful Art Studio to empower the artist
in all of us.
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